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ICE BofAML Fixed Rate Preferred Securi�es P0P1 BBB2 3.95 5.38% 3.05% 15.40%
ICE BofAML Core Plus Fixed Rate Preferred Securi�es2 P0P4 BBB3 4.07 5.68% 3.70% 15.80%
ICE BofAML US IG Ins�tu�onal Capital Securi�es2 CIPS BBB2 4.76 5.33% 3.07% 15.36%
ICE BofAML USD IG Con�ngent Capital2 COCU BBB3 3.52 6.02% 2.33% 13.99%
ICE BofAML US Corporate C0A0 A3 7.60 3.73% 3.07% 12.94%
ICE BofAML US Cash Pay High Yield J0A0 B1 3.44 6.30% 1.23% 11.51%
ICE BofAML US Current 10-Yr Treasury GA10 AAA 9.08 1.63% 3.18% 10.87%
ICE BofAML US Mortgage Backed Securi�es M0A0 AAA 3.09 3.46% 1.44% 5.82%
ICE BofAML US Municipal Securi�es U0A0 AA3 6.88 4.09% 1.62% 7.06%
S&P 500 SPX NA NA 1.97%* 1.70% 20.55%
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The preferred and hybrid securities market continued to perform in the third quarter of 2019, pushing year-to-date returns for the broad market over 15%.
Retail $25 par securities outperformed institutional $1000 par securities as retail fund inflows increased significantly in the third quarter. The European contingent
convertible market (CoCos) generally lagged the broader preferred securities market, although Italian banks outperformed significantly during the period.

Interest rates across the entire curve fell during the period as global central banks cut rates and announced further easing measures to help stave off slowing
economic growth and muted inflation expectations. The Federal Reserve (the Fed) lowered the Federal Funds target rate twice during the period, marking the
first interest rate cut since the global financial crisis. As a result, 10-Year Treasury yields fell sharply, touching a low of 1.45%, and the interest rate curve flattened,
while the 3-month/10-year part of the Treasury curve remained inverted. The European Central Bank (ECB), led by Mario Draghi, announced its own stimulus
plans, which included rate cuts, deposit tiering for banks, open-ended bond buying programs, and extending its targeted longer-term refinancing operations
(TLTROs) for banks. However, skeptics in Europe have questioned the effectiveness of negative interest rates on boosting growth and inflation.

The accommodative global central bank policy moves were positive for the entire preferred and hybrid market and increased the pace of fund inflows from yield
investors. Meanwhile, Italian bank CoCos and Tier 2 debt moved sharply higher during the period due to bank upgrades and the formation of a new coalition
government that figures to be more E.U. and market friendly compared to its predecessor. In the U.K., Boris Johnson was chosen by a majority of the Conservative
party to be the new Prime Minister, but suffered several defeats in Parliament as he attempted to push the country towards a no-deal BREXIT in order to gain leverage
in negotiations with the European Union. U.K. bank CoCos rallied in September as the probability of a no-deal BREXIT in October diminished slightly. On the trade
front, tensions and rhetoric between the U.S. and China racheted higher, with tariffs increasing on each country. Finally, the U.S. House of Representatives launched
a formal impeachment inquiry into President Donald Trump, adding further uncertainty about the prospects for a China trade deal and signaling a potentially
contentious 2020 election cycle.

Figure 1. Comparison of Fixed Income Asset Classes – Q3 2019

Source: Stonebridge Advisors LLC, ICE Data Services; *Dividend yield. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

1 Effective duration – A measure of a fixed-income security’s sensitivity to changes in interest
rates reflecting the expected change in price given a 100 basis point rise in rates, including
the impacts of embedded options.

2 Please note that effective January 1, 2017, we are using the ICE BofAML Core Plus Fixed Rate
Preferred Securities Index (P0P4), to represent the $25 par retail preferred securities market.
We believe that this index is a more accurate representation of the retail preferred securities
market than the ICE BofAML Fixed Rate Preferred Securities Index (P0P1) that we previously
used given that P0P1 now has material exposure to the $1000 par institutional preferred
securities market. We also now use the ICE BofAML U.S. IG Institutional Capital Securities
Index (CIPS) to represent the $1000 par institutional preferred securities market. For Q1
2018, we changed the Contingent Convertible Index from CoCo to CoCu, the ICE BofAML USD
Investment Grade Contingent Capital Index. This index is 100% USD CoCo securities, which
we believe is a more representative sample of our investible universe than CoCo, which
contains multiple currencies.
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Issuance

• The retail market had another quarter of net positive issuance with most new deals coming at the end of the quarter. The month of September
alone saw $5 billion in $25 par gross issuance. Although there were $6 billion in redemptions, the retail market ended the quarter with net positive issuance
of $1.5 billion. This quarter is the retail market’s 3rd consecutive quarter of net positive issuance, with 2Q19 having the most issuance at a net of $5.6 billion.

• Steady flow of diverse structures. One of the themes this quarter was issuers coming to the market with 5% coupons. In fact, 30% of the new deals
were priced at 5% or less, and approximately 50% priced at 5.625% or less. Some of the highlights were Public Storage pricing a deal at a record low of
4.875%, and Bank of America and Capital One both pricing $25 par fixed-for-life securities at a 5% coupon, raising $1.31 billion and $1.5 billion, respectively.
These two deals were both well over subscribed. We also continue to see issuers moving away from LIBOR3; several deals came with a 5-year U.S. Treasury
based back-end reset, and notably Citigroup issued a 5% institutional preferred with a Secured Overnight Funding Rate (SOFR) based back-end reset. 

• Issuance will be light for the rest of the year. The third quarter ended with $7.8 billion in net issuance, which was mainly driven by the institutional market,
which saw $6.3 billion in net issuance. Most deals that were expected to be called this year have already been redeemed and/or refinanced with only a very small
amount remaining to be redeemed. Additionally, given the market’s need to digest the recent flood of issuance and lack of future issuance needs from frequent
issuers, Stonebridge expects both gross and net issuance to be light for the rest of the year.

3The London Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR) is a benchmark interest rate that banks charge each other for short-term loans.

Interest Rates & Central Bank Policies:

• The Treasuries rally went into hyperdrive before selling off in the third quarter. The 10-year Treasury rate fell dramatically through 2% in August,
with a number of culprits including increased trade tensions, anticipated central bank rate cuts and summer technicals. The 10-year bottomed near 1.45%
before suffering an almost equally dramatic selloff back toward 2%. When the dust settled, the 10-year closed at 1.66% at the end of the third quarter.
The longer-term trend appears to indicate a lower-for-longer rate environment.

• The Fed and ECB delivered on easing measures in the third quarter. The Fed announced its second rate cut of the year, and for the first time in
quite a few months, the market briefly placed a higher probability on no rate cut (57%) in the next meeting (October 30th), before reverting back to an
expected cut. The ECB announced rate cuts and the restart of QE. A positive consolation for European banks were additional offsetting measures to
moderate the impact of negative rates on European bank margins. This resulted in a positive reaction in European bank risk assets. Looking forward, IMF
head Christine Lagarde will take over the helm at the ECB after Mario Draghi steps down on October 31st. Investors will look for any potential changes
in ECB policy in the coming months.

Highlights:
• Passive preferred and hybrid exchange-traded funds (ETFs) experienced almost $1.4 billion of inflows during the quarter, while active preferred and hybrid

ETFs added over $600 million.

• The $25 par retail market (P0P4) earned 3.70% during the third quarter of 2019, outperforming the institutional non-CoCo market (CIPS) by almost 63 bps
and the CoCo market (COCU) by almost 137 bps.

• Boris Johnson’s recent Parliamentary defeats have reduced the odds of a no-deal BREXIT for the U.K.

• The interest rate curve flattened during the quarter as the 2-year and 10-year Treasury yield spread tightened to 4 bps from 25 bps during the quarter,
while the 3-month and 10-year part of the curve remained inverted.

• Current yield spreads of preferred and hybrid securities (P0P1) versus 10-year Treasuries (GA10) widened by 50 bps during the quarter.

• Fundamentals within the U.S. and global banking system, and insurance and utilities sectors remain strong. Bank capital ratios have almost doubled from
pre-crisis levels, liquidity has been significantly enhanced, and asset quality is on a stable and still improving path. Insurers are better capitalized today
than pre-financial crisis, and utilities are maintaining disciplined balance sheets amidst heightened capital expenditures.

Investment Outlook

Given the current environment as outlined below, we believe the fundamentals for outperformance of preferred and hybrid securities within fixed-income
remain intact. Strong credit fundamentals of the underlying issuers may result in spread tightening within the asset class, which should help to insulate against
potential volatility as a result of current geopolitical risks. In addition, the relatively high yields compared to other fixed-income asset classes, limited new supply
and a low rate environment are supportive of the preferred and hybrid securities market. As a result, we believe preferreds and hybrids have room for further
appreciation along with attractive projected income.
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Macroeconomic & Geopolitical Trends:

• Global growth slowdown concerns have risen as the trade war persists. Economic data remained mixed with some disappointing numbers,
particularly in Europe, towards the end of the third quarter. The U.S./China trade war remains as the primary headwind, while additional geopolitical risks
surfaced including escalating tensions in the Middle East, riots in Hong Kong and more recently, Presidential impeachment risk in the U.S. Not all
developments were negative, as the new coalition in Italy was viewed as more EU/market-friendly, no-deal BREXIT probabilities fell, and there was increasing
talk of potential fiscal stimulus in Europe to combat recession risks.

• A BREXIT conclusion may have to wait until 2020. Prime Minister Boris Johnson suffered a number of defeats, most notably the ruling by the Supreme
Court that his prorogation of Parliament was unlawful. At the moment, the Prime Minister’s hands appear to be tied in forcing a no-deal BREXIT, but the
outcome remains uncertain. The market has priced in a base case outcome of another extension, which could push the BREXIT deadline into next year.
Indeed, the Prime Minister’s lawyers wrote a letter indicating that Johnson would abide by the law and request an extension if no agreement is reached.
An extension would provide the UK time for new elections, which many could view as a referendum on BREXIT itself.

• U.S. politics are drawing more headlines and presenting more headline risk. As the Democratic primary debates progressed in the third quarter,
the media launched coverage of the upcoming election cycle. Attention was then quickly diverted from the Democratic candidates to an impeachment
inquiry against the President. Impeachment risk has quickly become one of the top two geopolitical risks along with the trade war. We expect both risks
to make market-moving headlines in the fourth quarter. The U.S. and China are scheduled to resume cabinet level trade talks on October 10th.

Credit:

• Fundamentals remain strong. We believe credit fundamentals in the banks, insurance and utilities sectors will remain strong for the remainder of 2019.
For most major U.S. and European banks, revenue and earnings trends are back to pre-financial crisis levels, and average equity capital ratios have generally
doubled during the same time period. Furthermore, bank leverage has dropped by about 50% in the past decade, asset quality remains on a stable and still
improving path and average credit rating of issuers is A- at the the senior debt level. For insurers, even with the low interest rate environment posing a
challenge, they have generally remained stable and are better capitalized today than prior to the financial crisis. In the utilities sector, despite elevated capital
expenditures, issuers of hybrids and preferreds have managed to maintain disciplined balance sheets through credit-friendly financing such as equity issuances. 

Market Structure:

• SOFR jumped to 5.25%, reflecting the temporary increase in repo rates the previous day. The occasional daily jump in SOFR has raised some concern
among market participants about its ability to replace LIBOR as the floating-rate benchmark. However, the rate that would replace LIBOR in the preferred and
hybrid securities market is a 3-month term SOFR. This means that the occasional daily spike in SOFR would get smoothed out over the measurement period. The
one-day spike in mid-September only moved 3-month term SOFR by 2 bps, compared to a 4 bps move in 3-month LIBOR.

• There were no notable regulatory developments on LIBOR during the third quarter. However, the LIBOR subject continues to garner attention,
as news and research outlets publish commentary on the LIBOR fallback language in prospectuses of certain preferred securities, most notably those of
Citigroup. Citigroup has indicated publicly on several occasions that utilizing the less favorable contractual dividend reset language would likely result in
significant investor backlash and potentially drive up its overall cost of funds. Such comments were encouraging for preferred securities investors.  In the
meantime, regulators have continued to solicit feedback from market participants in order to make the transition from LIBOR as smooth as possible.

• Economic data and geopolitical risks will likely affect curve moves in the fourth quarter. Perhaps the heavy lifting by central banks is in the
rear-view mirror. If this is the case, then we suspect that either material changes in economic data and/or trade negotiations could be required to change
yield curves in the fourth quarter. The growing list of geopolitical risks (trade negotiations, BREXIT, Middle East tensions, U.S. election cycle, Presidential
impeachment inquiry) may have a greater impact on the Treasury rate curve in the coming months. 

• During September we witnessed a sharp spike in the overnight repo rate. This was caused by increased one-day demand for U.S. dollar funding
from a number of suspected factors, including corporate tax payments, interest payments and Treasury auctions settlement. The New York Fed announced
an overnight standing repo facility to alleviate the issue, which has been extended through October 10th. This action was necessary because the banks
opted against stepping in and fulfilling the elevated demand for overnight funding, leading to a U.S. dollar funding shortage. We believe this reflects both
the regulatory changes restricting the banks’ ability to provide liquidity and the banks taking a more defensive posture to maintain their own liquidity.
Therefore, we believe the shortage represents an underlying problem in the financial system with the large banks more protected, rather than a bank-
centered issue from a lack of excess reserves. The Fed alleviated some of this temporary problem with its standing repo facility and can take similar actions
in the future, if necessary.  
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The information presented is not intended to constitute an investment recommendation for, or advice to, any specific person. By providing this information, neither First Trust nor
Stonebridge are undertaking to give advice in any fiduciary capacity within the meaning of ERISA, the Internal Revenue Code or any other regulatory framework. Financial advisors
are responsible for evaluating investment risks independently and for exercising independent judgment in determining whether investments are appropriate for their clients.

The third quarter performance for the Taxable Preferred Composite and the Tax-Advantaged QDI Preferred Composite are
available upon request by contacting Stonebridge Advisors LLC at 203-762-0004.

10 Westport Road • Wilton, CT 06897 • (203) 762-0004
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Figure 2. U.S. Bank Capital Structure Avg Spread Ratios

Source: Data Source:  Bloomberg and Stonebridge based on interpolated yield data as of 9/30/2019.
Past performance is not indicative of future results.

• Active management critically important as market transitions away from LIBOR. Following the initial LIBOR phase-out announcement in July
2017, the credit research team at Stonebridge read through the prospectuses of every security we own with LIBOR as the floating benchmark and identified
a minority of securities that contained potentially unfavorable LIBOR language. We have held discussions with all of the issuers of these securities in order
to better understand their intentions. We have factored the LIBOR language into all of our investment decisions since then, and have been closely monitoring
new developments from regulators and issuers.

Preferred and Hybrid Valuation:

• Preferred & hybrid securities screen well relative to other asset classes. Relative valuations in the preferred and hybrid market should be supported
going forward by high-quality underlying credit, attractive duration profile and high current yields compared to other asset classes, in our opinion 
(see Figure 1 for comparison). 

• As shown in Figure 2, U.S. bank senior-subordinated debt average spread ratios have fallen significantly since 2014, suggesting improving
credit quality of the banks. Meanwhile, preferred-subordinated debt ratios have widened since late 2017, signaling that there is potential for spread
tightening for preferreds. In general, we believe that preferred investors are more than adequately compensated for the credit risk of bank issuers.


